
ANNUAL REPORT (SESSION 2021-22) 
 

The Session 2020-21 is quiet different from normal years. Although we 
missed normal study environment but we  took this session as a  boon 
because  every cloud has a silver lining . We know that COVID- 19 will 

continue to unearth new challenges and inequities in the month to 
come. WE are living in a complete world   in India. It was very difficult 
for normal  people to think beyond but cell phone or you can say they  
used of very few apps in android. But thank you covid-19 as you have 

enabled us with technological skills so we can say that 
“Sweets are the uses of adversity” 

Following are the month wise school activities/events conducted in the 
session 2020-21 

SESSION COMMENCED ON 5 TH APRIL 2021 
School Activities / events conducted during the session. 

 
Ram Navmi Celebration 

 The World was panicked but the victory of good over evil  in the form 
of Ram Navmi strengthened our faith on almighty . So we started new 
session with new faith and with new study method infused with online 

platform. 
Helping Parents 

Covid -19  brought feelings like anxiety , stress and uncertainty –The 
people lost their jobs and dearest one. They spent each day of their life 

with new challenges and in terror of death .  
 To  over come all these emotions Saint Mira Academy arranged an 

activity for student to help their parents in house hold care and made a  
video of it and posted it in their respective groups. 

Plantation Activity 
Tree plantation is necessary because trees are the homes for  birds and 

many animals. Trees help to control the temperature of the Earth. 
Teachers of Saint Mira Academy explained the  importance of trees to 

create awareness among the young minds about the invaluable 
resource  on our planet – plants and trees.  We have a  

desire to create  a dynamic environment , To bring out the best of every 
student in a holistic manner. With learning use focused on the 

complete development of a child not only an advanced academics but 



an extra – curricular and  co- curricular activities also Saint Mira 
Academy envisions to be the institution for creating wise leaders, 
rooted  their ethnicity and culture to create a better future for all . 
Students planted seeds and posted their pictures in their groups of 

planting a tree at their homes. 
 

Clean Your Surroundings Activity 
Mundane household tasks had turned into a source of uncertainty and 
anxiety as families were grappled with getting the basics done, all while 

keeping their loved ones safe and healthy. Students were taught 
through Zoom classes so that simple hygienic measures can help to 

protect their families health and everyone health around them. 
Instructions were given by the teachers for the same and students 

performed a role play to aware their friends to keep their surrounding  
and we all know this could be an axiomatic truth and  sanative 

 to keep themselves safe and healthy. 
Mother’s Day celebration. 

A mother is the one who can take the place of all others but her place no one else 
can take. Just to teach the value of mother's and pay their respects to her the 
students of Saint Mira’s academy washed the feet of their mothers and very 

lovingly put tilak on their foreheads. The smiles and some tears of joy could be 
seen in everyone's eyes.   They decorated cards and gifted them. They  also 

prepared favourite dish for their mothers. 

World Environment Day 
This is where we live, why are  we hurting our home. Live on our earth, 
love our earth, laugh on our earth. Let’s get active , not anxious. Let’s 

be bold, not timid .Teacher instructed students   everything about 
environment and then students had  given speech. Students made 
beautiful poster to spread the awareness towards   protecting and 

conserving it . 
 

Online Activity On Father’s Day 
A good father is the one who is   most unsung ,unpraised , unnoticed 
and yet the most valuable assets in our society. A father is someone  

who looks  up to you  no matter how tall you grow. 
On the occasion of Father’s day, kids cooked delicious and favourite 

dishes  of their fathers choice. Small kids  also recited poems and  made 
beautiful cards and gifted to their fathers. 



Online Activity On World Yoga Day 
Yoga is like music .  Rhythm of the Body ,  melody of the mind , and 
Harmony of the soul, creates the symphony in  life . It gives us the 
lesson to cure what is fatal to be endured  and to endure what you 

cannot cure . Students have performed yoga and made some videos 
according to their yoga activity and PTI   had instructed them. SMA daily 

practiced yoga through zoom classes and encourage students to so 
along with teachers. 

  Color ‘s day Activity 
Color is a power which directly influences the soul and it is the smile of 
nature where it always wear the colors of the spirit  .Students of SMA 
decorated their home background with green color and green color 

material .They also made videos in which they  have given a message  
that green color is the symbol of prosperity. 

       Online Activity on Honesty 
“Honesty is more than not lying. It is truth telling, truth speaking , truth 

living and truth loving.” students of SMA made videos in which they 
performed a role play. They played a story that honesty is the best 

policy inferences. 
         Online Monsoon Activity 

Monsoon! It’s time for the sweet earthy smell, for the tiny droplets on 
the window panes, for the thundering sound of the rain and for falling 
in love once again. Students acted in the costume of monsoon related 

things like umbrella, cloud, rainbow .They also recited poems related to 
their costumes. They also prepared charts and sent  the photos and 

videos in groups. 
                                             Online Toy party 

Life is a toy made of glass, it appears to be of inestimable price, but in 
reality it is very cheap. Students decorated their rooms with the toys 

and played with them. They have also made videos related to this 
activity and enjoyed a lot. 

                                            Online Rock Show 
You see, rock and roll isn’t a career or hobby but it’s a life force. It’s 

something very essential .Student of SMA sang songs .They also weared 
fashionable clothes and  performed ramp walks. They performed on 

songs. 
                                             



Online Cloth Activity 
Clothes means nothing until someone lives in them . They are inevitable 

and nothing less than the furniture of the mind made visible and 
clothing is ultimately the suit of armor in which we battle the world . 

  Students of SMA made dolls and cartoons using old and colorful 
cloths. They also decorated them with decorative items. 

          Online Gift Wrapping Activity 
Feeling gratitude and not expressing it is like wrapping a present and 

not giving it  . Wrapping your  gift is what transforms a purchase into a 
gift .Students of SMA shown their talent by adding a beautiful personal 
touch to the art of gift giving  with different material. They collected old 
boxes at their homes and  wrapped with newspaper and packing papers 

to show their talent. 
 

Online Activity On How to Recycle Rain Water. 
Save Rain, Save life. Save the rain water to continue life on earth. Save 

the rain, don’t let it go down the drain. 
Teachers explained to students about recycling rain water and  then 
they asked the students to make  a project file in which they pasted 

pictures and wrote the whole process of recycling . They also 
collaborated how rain water can be used  to prevent the groundwater 

from getting depleted. 
               Paper Boat  Activity 
These paper boats of mine are meant to dance on the ripples of hours, 

and not reach  any destination. Students made boats and ships using 

papers. They also made videos in which they shown floating boats in 

water. 

Online Mango Party 

“Oo yummy mango, you tempt me so fiery, smooching with drops, 

pleasuring my tongue, exciting my nerve tips, I waive myself to you 

Magnetising me with lucid taste and aroma, endear my lips caress 

every summers. 

  



Teej 
The festival of Teej celebrates the bounty of nature, arrival of rains and 

greenery surrounded by social activities, rituals and customs. On this 
occasion students helped their mother to get ready in the  traditional 

attire. They also sent pictures of their mother  
 

Janmashtami 
Janmashtami  is celebrated as a birthday of Lord Krishna. Thus, many 
students were dressed as Krishna and Radha. Students performed on 
songs. Mothers were also involved in this activity by decorating Laddu 

Gopal and prepared sweet dishes. Students  performed role play in 
which they acted Krishnaji life stories . They  also shown the story of 

Krishna and Sudama’s  friendship. Small kids got dressed up in Krishna ji 
getup. 

 
Online Activity on Tiranga Food Festival 

My Brain, body, soul, feel ignited when I see those three ordinary 

trianga colours , merging together extraordinarily. Student’s made food 

items like sandwich, laddoos and parathasby adding tricolor to it. 

 Sports Day 

Sports is something every student have in its  blood and sports day 
brings out the best in them on This sports day, students participat  

On  got increased  
The event included running  cricket, kabaddi  etc.  which were held on 

zoom. All sports teachers organized the competitions. 
Online Painting Competition On Gandgi Mukt Mera Gawn 

Wo gaon ki yaadein bhi kitni  khubsurat hai……Khwaabon me bhi aaker 

rula deti hai…… Student’s made beautiful paintings on the topic 

‘Gandgi mukt mera gawn’. They also wrote  essay in which they told 

about the importance of cleanliness. 

  



Online Independence Day Celebration 

Freedom in the mind , Faith in the words, Pride in our souls , Let’s 

salute the nation on this Independence Day. We are blessed to have a 

right to speak and to be heard . As we have believed , and we do 

believe now that freedom is invisible , and  peace is indivisible . 

Student’s sang patriotic songs , poems and speech in which they told 

that how India got Independence from British . 

Online Sr. Citizen Day Celebration 

Old enough to retire, young enough to enjoy it.  “Old age is not a 

disease , it is strength and survivorship , triumph over all kinds of 

vicissitudes and disappointments , trials and illnesses . Student’s made 

videos in which they explained that how seniors are important in our 

life. They also spent time with them and gave some gifts to them. 

Online Activity On Making Ganesh Ji With Different Objects. 

Lord Ganesha is our mentor and also protector.  He is the God of 

wisdom, prosperity and good fortune . It is believed that Lord Ganesha  

comes to our house every year in the month of Bhadra according to 

Hindu calendar which generally falls in August or September . Student’s 

made Ganeshji faces with different materials like CDs , Coconut and 

Plastic bottles. 

Labour Day 
Labour Day is celebrated annually to mark the achievements of workers 

and labour. As without  help of fourth class people the running of the 
school gets impossible. To show them  the respect. They deserve 

students performed for them on zoom and gave gifts the  servants at  
their homes. 

 
Teachers Day Celebration 

 The art of teaching is the art of assisting discovery . Teachers have 3 
loves -  love of learning , love of learners and the love of bringing the 

first 2 loves together .This day is also celebrated to honour Dr. 



SarvepalliRadhakrishnan. It came out as a pleasant surprise for the 
members of the faculty when  their learners have expressed out their 

love by organizing various events  on zoom for them as a token of 
affection, respect and gratitude. 

Online Paper Bag Activity 

 With paper bags, the world is like a diamond which shines everywhere. 

Stop bagging the planet say NO to plastic bags and say a big YES to 

paper bags .This activity is about to extend awareness about paper bags 

that contributes to the fight against climate change and pollution 

students prepared bags using papers. They also told few points about 

the harmfulness of plastic. 

Grandparents Day Celebration 
  Grandparents are as necessary to a child’s growth as vitamins .They 
hold our tiny hands for just a little while , but our hearts forever . In 
order to make this event special for the Grandparents , the children 
made their Grandparents to participate  in the games and cheered 
them whole heartedly. Grandparents showed their talents by getting 
involved in different activities like dancing  and singing at homes 
student spent some time with them by doing different activities . 

 
Hindi Divas Celebration 

   “ह िंदी का सम्मान करे , आओ  म उस मदृ ुभाषा का गुणगान करे“ 

To commemorate our mother tongue the students of Saint Mira's 
academy performed different activities to celebrate Hindi divas. 

Recited poems of the most popular Hindi writers and teachers were 
also witnessed by giving speeches. 

Online Activity On Best Out Of Waste 

Often when think we are at the end of something, actually  we are at 

the beginning of something else. Creativity is making marvelous out of 

the discarded. Students prepared items using waste materials .They 

also told about the importance of waste material. 

Online Activity On Making Penholder With Old Bottles 



If a pen can change the whole world then…. What can’t do a pen 

stand!!Which binds with love of different types of pen and pencils. 

Students made penholders with old bottles, They painted the bottles 

and decorated them with colorful materials. 

Online Activity on Making of Dove (As a symbol of peace) 

A dove struggling in a storm grows stronger than eagle soaring in 

sunshine. Student used craftpapers to make Dove. They also explained 

that Dove is the symbol of peace. 

Online Thumb Painting Activity 

Children’s finger – painting came under the arts but did not moves 

Students used peacock by thumb impressions. They  painted their 

thumbs with color and then  left impression on peacock . 

Online Activity on family photo collage 

Family is like branches on a tree where we all grow in  different 

directions yet our roots remain  as one . In the family life, love is the oil 

that eases friction , the cement that binds close together and the music 

that brings harmony. Families are like fudge- mostly sweet with a few  

nuts. 

Students collected photos of  their family members and made collage . 
They also wrote some  quotes on the collage 

Online Diary   Decoration Activity 

Decoration is not a look , it’s a point of view. Students decroted diaries 

using decorative materials which  They used there diaries at their 

homes. 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan 
 

Swachh Bharat Abhiyan is a government initiative which aims at making 

India clean and green along with eradicating open defecation. This is 

the ultimate way to achieve success in many fields as well as ass 



enhance the economic growth of the country . The students of saint 

mira academy were seen  cleaning their own houses surroundings and  

spreading awareness and cleaning the areas nearby 

Online Shastri And Gandhi Jayanti  Programe 

Strength  does not come form physical capacity , it comes from an  

indomitable will .  Students dress up like Mahatma Gandhi and shastri 

ji. They Sang Gandhiji’s favourite Bhajan Raghupati Raghav Raja Ram. 

They also recited poems speeches related to Gandhiji and shastri  ji. 

Dr. APJ  Abdul Kalam Birthday 

.” Don’t take rest after your first victory because if you fail in second , 

more lips are waiting to say that your first victory was just luck.’’ 

To honor and make the  importance of indias 11th President  Dr. APJ  

Abdul Kalam . students presented speeches on him 

Online Activity On Lockdown Has disrupted generations education 

‘’ Strenght does not come from physical capacity. It comes from an 

indomitable will.” Teachers planned home based activities for different 

subjects. 

Online kalash Decoration Activity 

One should never be the oldest thing in one house 

Students of SMA  showed  their talent by decorting kalash  beautifully . 

they used craft material like beads, stones , sparkles to decorate  kalash  

Online Dusssehra Celebration 

Every day we see the sunrise that shows us that darkness will always be 

beaten by light – that is the power of goodness over evil . This is when 

the world sees the power of positive energy . Let us all continue to 

follow this same spirit in our lives. Teacher explained the students that 

Dussehra is celebrated to honor the victory in the attire of Rama. 



Students dressed themselves Raamleela was also performed by the 

students . At the end of the celebrations effigy of Rawana was burnt .  

Celebrate the victory of goodness over evil. 

Online Activity on Integrity 

 Coming together is a beginning , keeping together is progress , working 

together is success. Integrity is not something you show others. It is 

how you behave behind their back. Student recited speeches on 

Integrity . Teachers explained students of being true to oneself and 

one’s moral  belief. Integrity is choosing your thoughts and actions 

based on values rather than personal gain. 

Online Activity on vigilance week 

“let the eye of vigilance never be closed .” Teacher showed some 

videos related to vigilance. They also explained students that how they 

have to be vigilant regarding their own safety. 

Online Candle Decoration Activity 

“Decoration is not about making  stage sets, it’s not about ,making  

pretty pictures for the magazines, it’s really about creating a quality of 

life .” Student of SMA decorated candles using ribbon, stones and 

beads 

Online Diya  Making  Activity 

“Words have lit most of my days this year. Today, when words choose 

to leave,I let diyas light my night up.”Students of SMA made diyas using 

clay. They also coloured  and decorated the diyas .They also spread the 

message that we should use indian material only. 

Online Activity on World education Day 

If  you are planning for a year , sow rice , if you are planning for a 

decade , plant trees , if you are planning for a lifetime , educate people . 

An investment in knowledge  pays the best interest.“The true purpose 



of education is to make minds, not careers.” To bring awareness about 

education of children, students gave speech on World Education Day. 

Diwali Celebration 
 

 A festival full of sweet childhood memories , a sky full of fireworks , a 
mouth full of sweets, a house full of diyas and a heart full of joy .Diwali 
is the festival of lights and celebrated with great enthusiasm and also 

remarks Lord Ganesh Ji and Goddess Lakshmi Poojan. 
Students participated in many competitions like candle decoration ,diya 

making activity and rangoli making competition .They used these 
decorted diyas at their homes in Diwali decoration. 

 

Online Children’s Day Celebration 

 A child can always teach an adult three things – to be happy for no 

reason , to always be busy with something and to know how demand 

with all his might that  he desires . Children are like buds in a garden 

having their own roots and wings .“Children are likely to live up to what 

you believe of them.” All the teachers of SMA celebrated children’s Day 

by performing play , comedy act, and some programs  for students. 

Online Palm Painting Activity 

‘’Once someone touches your heart, the fingerprint will last forever.’’ 

Students colored their palms, then left the impression of palm. They 

made beautiful pictures by different colors. 

Online Activity on Rainbow with Cereals 

“A rainbow is something in the sky, so a rainbow flag fits.’’ 

Students made rainbow using different cereals. They pasted different 

colors cereals. 

  



Online wall Hanging Activity 

“Wall hanging is a large decorative piece of fabric or other Material 

hung on the wall of a room.” 

Students made wall hanging by different materials like cardboard, 

thermacol, and ribbons. 

Online Activity on World Disability Day 

“Disability is a matter of percefation. If you can do just one thing well , 

you’re needed by someone.’’  Student delivered speeches in which they 

explained about the understanding of challenges faced by people with 

disabilities. 

Online Craft Competition 

“Craft can get you through ninety percent of a piece , but its art that 

carries you at the end.’’ Student made materials using craft items like 

wall hanging , pen holders. 

Online Activity on Indian Armed Forces Flag Day 

“The  Armed forces Flag Day or the Flag Day of India is to honour the 

martyrs and the men in uniform who fought on our borders to 

safeguard our country.”Students delivered  speech on the Indian Armed 

Forces Flag Day. 

Online Fork Painting Activity 

“Art encourages children to think ,  developing skills and confidence as 

they go.” Students made painting with the help of fork . They also 

decorate it . They made Trees, Flowers etc. 

Online Earbud  Painting activity 

Students made beautiful pictures like hut , Peacock and sun using 

Earbuds.”Painting is just  another way of keeping a diary.” 

  



Online Balloon Activity 

Students put clay inside the balloon and shaped like doll then they 

decorated the doll. “Life is like a balloon .If you never let yourself go, 

you will never know how far you can rise”. 

Online Activity on National Youth Day 

Speech has been delivered by the students.  That’s the duty of the old , 

to be anxious on behalf of the young. And the duty of the young is to 

scorn the anxiety of the old .“The future of  a nation depends upon the 

youth of the country. 

Online kitchen Activity 

“cooking is about creating something delicious for someone else” 

 

Online Kite Flying Activity 

Students flown kites at their homes and made videos and posted in 

groups. “Imagination is the highest kite one can fly .” 

Online Bangle Decoration Activity 

Students decorated bangles using thread, stones and beads. Bangles 

are traditionally rigid bracelets which are usually made of metal  , wood 

, glass or plastic.” 

Online Act on Netaji Subhash Chandra Bose 

Students has given speech after knowing about it. “No real change in 

history  has been achieved by discussions. It is the blood alone that can 

pay the price of freedom. One individual may die for an idea , but that 

idea will, after his death , incarnate itself in a thousand lives. 

  



Online Republic Day 

Students sang patriotic songs, recited poems, also made tri- color 

dishes. “ Freedom in the mind, strength in our souls, zeal in our hearts, 

let’s salute our India on Republic Day “. It is the day when everyone 

Young or old ,Tall or short , Light skin or dark must come together to 

show the whole world that this nation is the best nation under the sun. 

Basant Panchami 

Marking the preparation for the arrival of spring, Basant Panchami or 

Vasant Panchami is an auspicious festival of  Hindus which is celebrated 

with great pomp and show across India on the fifth day (Panchami Tithi) 

of the Hindu month of Magha, Shukla Paksha. 

Students of Saint Mira Academy showed their respect and love towards 

Maa Saraswati by singing songs and dancing on this day. 

Guru Ravidas Jayanti 

Guru Ravidas Jayanti" is the birthday of Guru Ravidas, celebrated on 

Magh Purnima, the full moon day in the month of Magh month. It is the 

annual focal point for the Ravidassia religion. 

Students delivered speech on this day. 

National  Science Day 

 The good thing about science is  that its true whether or  not  you 

believe  in it. Science and everyday life cannot be separated. science 

without religion is lame , religion without science is blind .It is a great 

antidote to the position of zeal and superstition . National science day 

is celebrated every year on February28, This day recalls the notable 

invention “ Raman Effect” by india’s  greatest scientist CV Raman .  

Student of SMA participated in science quiz They also performed 

different activities related to this . 

  



Martyr Day 

Shaheed Diwas, also called Martyrs' Day, is celebrated in India on 

March 23 every year. On this day, Indians pay tributes to the people 

who had lost their lives in the struggle for India's independence. 

Students delivered speech on this day. 

Holi 

Holi is one of the most important festivals in India and is known 

as the 'festival of colours' by many. Holika Dahan is an essential part of 

Holi celebrations. It is carried out in remembrance of Holika and 

signifies the victory of good over evil. Student played holi and posted 

pictures in students delivered speech on this day. 

 


